
 
Team Name: Space Comet Sisters 

Chosen theme: Life in space 

School: Scuola Secondaria di Primo Grado Paritaria "don Bosco" - Cumiana 

Introduction 
With our experiment we tried to measure how much astronauts can move the ISS when they hit the 

sides of the Columbus module to move their bodies inside it to work. 

Everything and everybody has a mass. When bodies collide they receive an acceleration proportional to 

their masses and velocities. We would like to measure how many and how much big are the hits given

by the astronauts during their work activities inside the Columbus module. 

It's our fun to know that astronauts withjust one touch can move the entire ISS! 

Img 1: A picture to describe our experiment

Method 
We recorded vibrations using Astro Pi sensors and wrote them on a file, with a time stamp, expressed 

in Epoch Time format to easy the drawing of graphs. 

We added also a subroutine compare subsequent images using Astro Pi's Camera. Due to the 

experiment constraints we could not store image, so we had to transform them into some numbers. 

Images have been compared using theese numbers. When numbers were different 



than a threshold (we set it to 20%), this meant there has been a motion, because thè two images were 

different. 

The programs tries to detect the acceleration impressed by bodies internai to the ISSjoining the sensor 

values and different images. We tried to filter out accelerations impressed by bodies hitting the ISS from 

external (space garbage, little meteorites,...) or space ships which could rise the ISS. 

We did also several experiments to get values to compare with data retrieved from the ISS. We run our 

experiment in several ways: steady or moving, in the classroom, in the lift, while playing in the court, on 

the schoolbus and even on an airplane for parachutists. 

We draw several graphs to compare with the one got from the ISS (e.g. Img 2).

Img 2: example of comparison graph, got on thè schoolbus driving around our school!!! 

Results 

In the graph (Img 3) we plot the acceleration on the three axis, the aggregated value in red and with 

many blue dots each time the image changed. 

We see a positive acceleration value on the z axis. We can think the z axis of Astro Pi was pointing the 

Earth because the ISS is continuously falling. 

On the x and y axis we see a slightly positive and a slightly negative acceleration, compatible with a 

circular motion. We can assume this circular motion is the ISS movement around the Earth. 



 
We got many motion detections displayed as blue dots. Given thè high number of detections we can 

assume the threshold value we used to detect the difference between two pictures was too low and we 

got many false positive detections. 

 

Img 3: This graph shows thè data from thè ISS. Time is in thè Epoch Time format, so the number of 

seconds from the 00:00:00 of the 1 January 1970. 

Img 4: Some pictures to show our tests: on the schoolbus, on the piane, on the lift, in the common 

study room. 



 
Astro Pi - Life in Space

Conclusion 

Thanks to this experiment we learnt how to use thè accelerometer and thè camera of our AstroPi. We 

tried to correlate accelerations and pictures: the threshold we set was too low so we could not find 

reliable motion detections. Nevertheless we could find acceleration values related to the AstroPi 

movements on ISS. 

We had a lot of fun in all our trials! 

In the end we thank ESA and AstroPi team for this opportunity. To the first 5 girls of the 3rd middle class 

have been associated other 5 girls from the first middle class. This was compulsory to let the first 5 girls 

to prepare for the final Italian examination and introduce the younger to the AstroPi challenge. So we 

kindly ask, if possible, to have 5 additional certificates for theese younger girls. Theese girls are the ones 

between brackets in "Team members" section. 

 
Img 5: our AstroPi


